
 
 
 

Announcement of Anubanwangsomboon School 
Subject: Declaration of Integrity Intent 

……………………………………………………………………….. 
 Anubanwangsomboon School, Wangsomboon district, Sakaeo province, Sa Kaeo Primary 

Educational Service Area District Office 1, Ministry of Education has a common intention to drive 

Anubanwangsomboon School as a moral organization by adhering to and comnplying with 

religious,the principles of Philosophy of Sufficiency Economny of His Majesty King Bhumibol 

Adulyadej Boromart Bophit. To promote morality, ethics and to perform official duties with 

honesty, taking into account the common benefits rather than personal, join to strengthen the 

attitude and values of honesty, so the policy on morality and transparency is defined as the 

standard and guidelines for the operation of Anubanwangsomboon School. And it's a shared 

value that all personnel should follow as a guideline for official performance by having four 

virtues; sufficient, disciplined, honesty, volunteer spirit, along with other rules and regulation, as 

follows: 

 1 .  Sufficient The personnel shall be moderately enough, fit enough to eat peaceful, 

notgreedy, do not encroach on others, the society and the envitronment.Using reason and 

knowledge carefully then take into account the potential risks.Having a good immunity and 

awareness of the changes. 

 2. Disciplined Be orderly and ethical. Behave according to the duty of good citizens, as 

defined by the rules of the organization and the society. Behave according to the rules of 

professional ethics and respect the law. 

 3 . Honesty The personnel shall be integrity, adherence to keeping truth. accuracy, 

fairness, no supporting, no cooperating, no consenting, and against corruption with courage. Use 

the right judgment in treating others fairly. No discriminationand drive society to goodness and 

good governance by words, action and duty 

 



 4 .  Volunteer minds (Service mind) and sacrifice their own personal benefits to 

public Serve with love, unity, sood deeds for goodness, generosity towards people/society 

without hoping for compensation, being grateful to the land of birth and benefactors. Do not 

be in action to help the social and human as a habit. 

 5. The application of the principles of Philosophy of Sufficiency Economny to 
improve the quality of life Be able to live a stable life, based on self-reliance, know the 
modesty and consideration of reasoning by adhering to the middle line. 

 6.Transparency has a clear policy Adhere to and support the creation of 
transparencyand should be seriously examined and encourage the personnel to have morality, 
honesty, and transparency. Giving importanceto disclosure of informnation, news to the public, 
itsoperation of the agency procurement and the procuremnent must be accurate, complete, 
and up-to-date, providing opportunities for people, service recipients, and stake-holders. Let 
them come to comment,follow and check the work of the agency. 

 7. Morality in the organization Creating awareness of responsibility for performing 
duties with integrity. Realizing the danger of corruption and rejecting all forms of corruption. 
And creating the participation in anti-corruption within the organization, both executives and 
personnel in order for the organization to be a moral and transparent organization in the 
operation. 

 8. Moral work in the department Executives and personnel in the organization adhere 
to moral principles,transparency in operations. Focus on the common interests above personal 
benefits. Personnel working by focusing on the achievement of the job, with quality standards, 
sood conscience, honesty, accuracy, fairness, transparency and verifiable. 

 Anubanwangsomboon School announces its intention to adhere to the moral elevation 
and transparency in operations si"hat the goals are acceptedwhich may enhance the good image 
of the organization, beingconfident, trustworthy from sevice recipients and stakeholders and 
operators. 

 Therefore announced in general 

   Announced on 31 May 2021 

 

( Mr.Narit  Sunsrimueng ) 
Director of Anubanwangsomboon School 


